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Dewey Defeats ']}u man!
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The Un iver sity o f Mic higan Law Sch ool

November 9, 1988

Moot Court Oral Argument Well Under"Way
By John Panourgias
"'The moot court board is very pleast>d
'With the quality of work in the briefs submit!M and is looking forward to a strong competition," said Michael Wendorf, a spokesman
for the Campbell Moot Court competition.
'This year over one hundred people have turned
in briefs, up from ninety-three who turnt>d in
briefs for the quarterfinal round in last year's
competition.
Even though over a hundred people
nmedin briefs this year, that represents less

than half of the number of people signing up
for the competition originally. "We are not
surprised and it is not unusual for people to
drop out of the competition," Wendorf noted.
In fact, had everyone turned in a brief, -1t
would have been very difficult to schedule all
the oral arguments. A problem in organizing
oral arguments has been that a significantly
greater number of people have turned in
briefs for the respondent-appellee than the
petitioner-appellant.
In organizing the competition, the Moot

Court Board attempted to pay particular
attention to an issue that could be fairly
addressed by both sides. "We wanted to
set up the question so that there would be
no clear winner," Wendorf stated.
Briefs and oral arguments will be
scored on a 0-50 point ba>:1s, with 50 being
a perfect score. The brief will count as 1/3
of the total score with the oral arguments
of each participantalsocounting 113. Each
docket, usually consisting of one petitioner
and one responden t, will have three j udges.

This means that each team will have three
judges. Two practitioners and one professor will
make the judging teams. There will be 15-20
dockets.
Wendorf stated that at least twelve teams
with up to 16 making it to the semi-finals.
Teams will be chosen solely by points. 50 points
is rare while the lower forties tend to be the
average. Usually the cut-off point is determined
where there is a pronounced difference in points.
The semi-finals will occur early in the winter
term while the finals will happen this spring.

WLSA Members Protest Phone Call)· Kahn) Dean Replies
By Ke ri Chenoweth
Following a multiple party phone call in·
\-ohing a judicial candidate, her supporter, a
WLSA leader and Law Professor Douglas
Rahn,Kahnisinhotwaterwith WLSAmembers.
Kahn, however, claims that WLSA may
have put the Law School in violation of charitable organization tax law by implicitly supporting a political candidate.
The dispute raises conct>rn ovt'l' potential rules which may place limitations on law
school student groups' abilities toi nvi tl' speakers with political affiliations, and sl'pnrntcly,
what constitutes approptinle behavior between students and facul ty.
Law School Dean Lee nollingt>r, who
was approached by Kahn after tht.> phone conversation, spoke with Lau ra Andt>rson of
WLSA, "to find out whether thl'y had en·
dorseda candidate, which is prohibiwd under
:he tax laws." Bollinger stated, "~ts. Ander ·
son assured me that. the organizatiOn had not
endorsed any candidate and I accept that. As
to the lack of courtesy, I simply do not know
all the facts, but I would be surprio::t>d if this
v.ere more than a misunderstanding."
Addressing the ability of student groups
to invite candidates, Dean Bollingl'rl'spoused
:he student's freedom to choose. "If I were to
:nvite in one candidate," Bollingt>r stated, "I
:hink that would be wrong, not ns law but as
a matter of institutional ethics. But when
there are many different groups within the
law school representing different points of
view, political And social, it would be unfortunate if each group couldn't invite individual
candidates without maki ng sure that opposition candidates weren't also invited." Bollinger also noted that he had not don t> research
into the tax law issues raised by Kahn.
Last week, WLSA distri buted a letter to
law school faculty and students and the Res
Gestae, criticizing Kahn's behavior during a
twenty-minute thi rd-party phone call to
Anderson. WLSAaccuses Kah nofactingin a
!tanner inappropriate for a law school professor by attempting to persuade WLSA into
allowi ng j udicia) candidate Melinda Morris
to appear with her opponent Nancy Francis
at a WLSA brown bag.
In addition to the four-party phone call,

Kahn also approached law students with the
suggestion that Morris would be an interesting s peaker on three occasions, on separate
occasions after seeing flyers for Francis's
appearance.
Kahn, in a phone conversation on Monday with the Res Gestae, stated "the statement by WLSA enormously distorted the
events--even to the point of misrepresentation. No one from WLSAevPr came and asked
me what my view was."
Kahn said that he received no feedback
on his suggestions to law students, and had
decided to drop the matter when he was given
Laura Anderson's phone number by a student, before Francis's scheduled appearance.
Apparently, Kahn was given the impression
that Ms. Anderson was the PresidentofWLSA.
He called Betty Elkins, a Morris supporter,
on the morning of Fracncis's scheduled appearance, only to discover that Ms. Elkins
had received the number from another source.
According to Kahn, the suggestion was made
to call Ms. Anderson, since Ms. Morris could
also participate, immediately, to see if last
min ute arrangements could be made.
Contrary to the WLSAallegations, Kahn
stated that he did not feel his tone or that of
Ms. Elkins or Ms. Morris was hostile. "She
[Ms. Anderson] was rude and hostile. Now I
realize she felt people were trying to get on
her back. She was evasive, and kept saying
'no comment'. The trouble was she kept
saying it was someone else's decision to
make ...She stated 'we resent"having outside
forces set the agenda for WLSA'. At this
point, I did get annoyed .. .! felt she was being
rude and unpleasant. I didn't think anyone
was trying to set their agenda. I thought it
would be something of interest."
Kahn also characterized the campaign
between Morris and Francis as "low-key",
noting that both candidates bad appeared
together a number of times.
However, according to Anderson, "Doug
Kahn demanded [in the party phone call] in a
. very nasty tone, intimidating me to the point
that I did give out a third year's phone number," in response to requests for phone numbers of students who could authorize the
appearance. "It smelled ofharassment to me.
They harassed me for twenty minutes. It was
really high pressure. That's the only way I

can interpret it.•
port them [WLSA] if they are doing something
Subsequent to the phone call incident, we can't do. I haven't researched the charitable
Kahn approached Dean Lee Bollinger, voic- deduction area but I think it needs attention."
ing concern over the possible negative tax
Kahn added, "I don't think it's the biggest
consequences of any endorsement of politi- deal in the world .. .! am resentful of the fact that,
cal candidates by law school organizations. without even talking to me, this Detter] was put
According to Kahn, WLSA's actions vioCon t in ued on P a ge Te o
lated the flat prohibi-·
tio ns of Internal
Revenue Code §§
501(c)(3)
and
170(cX2XB).
Kahn explained.
"The fact that they
had a statement [the
flyers advertising her
appearance]
for
Nancy Francis and
the fact that they had
the brown bag two
weeks prior to the
election .. .indicated
that they were supporting her... I think
Some JL "Castaways" found at the Halloween Bash
that we as an organi ·
zation shouldn't sup-

Le!!.~!':.tl~'!tsd,~~~ri~£1?w~dlf~J;:j,

There was no best-costume contest at
the LSSS's Halloween party; the applausometernevergotachancetoregister. An
unruly, inebriated crowd made it impossible to conduct the contest. As Scott
Gessler said, "Law students are not the
type of people who are going to be quiet at
a party."
The social committee had selected
about 20 well-dressed partiers to compete
in the competition who were then supposed to parade in front of the gathered
masses and an applausometer would then
register the crowd's reaction to a particularcostume. Thissimpleprocesscouldnot
be implemented as the crowd proved
impossible to quiet down. The lack of a
public address system completely doomed
the contest. Anybody who has ever attended an LSSS party can tell you that
without electronic amplification a voice
has no chance of being heard over hun-

to defeat the social committee simply tur(.ec(B
off the lights a nd let the party col)#nue.
I
Who would hav,-,on had £1\6./g,n~est
been h~ld? The con~~~i'Y.'J~s to be-<ll@';1.9,
the pa1r of trapped CauYo~~grey whales (fc
would have won hands down. It Wf<~eat
idea; the theme was perfect. The wYares h(c}/
become part of our collective national psycWlf F'l
as we witnessed their ordeal every day on our v
television sets. We cheered as two countries
whohadspentbillionsofdollarsarmingthemselves against each other went out and spent
hundreds of thousands of dollars to keep
polar bears from eating these whales. And
then there they were, in the lawyers club
lounge...
The scariest costume of the night was the
man who looked exactly like Dan Quayle,
without anysor~ofmask . Honorabl emention

might have gone to the woman who dressed
like a bag of jelly beans and had a "Ronald
Reagan eats me" sign on her back.
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So..,.,..., Don Wheat<>ll. Jill Wheeton, Tim Horton.
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Ground Rules

RI<;HT:A

'I'm: WHJTE HousE finally appears to be ready.

Well, ready or not, here we come. Various student groups, including The Res Gestae, and the
Law School Fund have been or will be moved in to
the building located adjacent to the Law School's
parking lot within the next week. Since this
move will change some things in theRG's opera·
tions, this seems the appropriate time to review
a few of this paper's policies.
First, the mundane: our new address is 721 S.
State Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104-3040. The
office's new telephone number is 763-7976.
Submissions are still due by 6 p.m. the Sunday
before publication, but since we will be in an
office not readily accessible on Sundays, submis·
sions should be left in the RG pendaflex in Room
300 Hutchins Hall.
The R es Gestae's policy concerning letters to
the editor has always been to publish almost
anything of interest to the Law School commu·
nity. This paper is a student paper and a forum
for your ideas, as well as an information and entertainment ource. It should be remembered.
however, that submission of a piece does not
ensure its publication in the next edition of the
RG. Time of publication is an editorial decision
we reserve.
Law student groups can receive notices of
upcoming events and activities free of charge in
the RG's notice section. Advertisements can be
obtained if larger space is desired at prices re·
duced far below our corporate rate. The deadline for ads is 5 p.m. on the Friday preceding publication, and for notices is noon the Monday
before publication. Note that to avail itself of
these things, a group must not owe The R es
Gestae money and r efuse to answer our correspondence on the subject. Cash-flow problems
and debts left from previous officers we under·
stand and we will work with groups to resolve,
even perhaps forgiving it in part; silence, however, prevents any such positive action from occurring.
The Res Gestae is striving to give the broadest
news coverage we can. We are happy to print
faculty and student int erviews and pieces on
student groups' activities. Varying perspectives
will also be presented, such as what we hope is
the first of a series of articles on women's views
on issues. The RG is also open to s uggestions.
What needs to be remembered, however, is that
the staff of The R es Gestae are first and foremost
law students. We have only a limited amount of
human time and resources to putforth into each
issue. Also, we cannot "order" writers to compose stories about what is not of interest to them.
We are constrained by their desires as much as
by their availability. This is viewed by us as a
continuation of the RG attitude of not taking
ourselves or most of what goes on around here
too seriously. We hope you agree.
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·SPEAKERS COMMITTE£ - The Speakers

Committee '~xists to help bring informative speakers to the
l<t w school -.Your gro.upmuy\yi$h to j n'tj~ nspenkor ~n4,w~
may h~ able to at>sisfitffinan'cing theirVisit. ·
···· ··
Croups'in the wst.lulve rt>ceived $200.300 from this
Committee for such programs. Ifyour organization is inter·
estell; a form requesting infonnntion about th('l dt>~ired
speak~r, ;the program's"pnte- and total L"OSL, lh~ allocation
requestY~rid the names ofy-6ur organization's president
contact··person for the evenl should be complt>tl'd. .Four
weeks prior to the event, the form should be given to a
SpeakeTS Committee member or placed in his or hC'r pcmdaflex., -These forms will be located on the LSSS door.
Speake.r.s Comtnittee Jl'IOMY i!.i not available to pay for
locnl travel (indudes trnvel within 15 milt>s), or travei
expenses for a ronvention. Similarly. food and drink cannot

anct

bepurchasedwithncommitt.ooalloc;ltion. Mostiroportantly,
the money must go towards an open, publici ted eYt-nt which
.isnon-~rtisan (Thir; doesnotlimitorganizationstonpohtical

speakers

Or topics; ho-wever. funds can't be rontinuously

USed to actively sway the student C()rnmnnity). Finally, in
allocarin.,<>funds, the committee will consider how the prO{.'T"am
w111 benefit Jaw ~hool studenl$.
PI~ rontactany ofthe Committee members for further

information.
Mef&iy Barnes, Martin CarroU, Molly McGinnis, Uon
Sullivan. ·

Deparlmt>nto~'Pubhc Saf£-ty & Se<:utity

profCc'r not to rt'Vflal your nnme, your ---''"'~--pmte<:ted~ . .
·
·

ACLU gent>ral mt>E'trf1g·- 'l'h'"""'r l"'v ::f'i.\iiwr.mt>P
7:00p.m. in Room 424 HII. All sluckrlts;f.a=t:ult~

ofV-.M interestE'd in rtvillibertit>s iss~s wet~o1:ne. no"'"''""
(!) Law School plnct?ment policy,
discrimination policy, (3) ~tart

Complaint Clinic, (4) Winter term
speaker and (6) tl1UT of new offi~S.
Free Lunch!!
Dominick's '""":"' Met>t Oscnr '!~...~UVU<lUlVt
· Representative of Phi

ITII.HJotHLIUlrl>U

International. ()sepr
~m t'.nrnri111l'"''-~l
promoting the Fmtemity and "n'•"-'~""'
;1bout how to util i1"' t heTI'solll'ces
law school education and legal
and challenging CXJX!rien~;s·that

QU£STI0NS. can

board.

9964§47;-or
-

Fun Run for Charity: Ail
Fun TI.un will bo running f()l)lgood
from donations will be , ID.vEm to
Thnnksgiving. The LSSS
tar.att~•·ana
show your support and pledge'Some mo.nej,'19J~>e
in the Fuo Run. Presently there are
who ha\'e signed up to rohf Pledges
week outside of room iQ~~ :
University_h l Michigan.GOlf

enfoumges
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Opinion
Clear and Present

A Real Election Up North
By Ted Bolema
I am as glad as anyone that this year 's election is behind
:Js. Nonnally at about this time, I turn into a campaign junkie
and try to take in every bit of elections trivia that I can fi nd.
But this year , I never quite got excited about the election,
~sp('Cially after my first couple of choices for President faded
early. I also never got into the TV news overkill of this
election. But I still managed to find a way to get my fill of
elections coverage without most of the frustrations from our
Presidential election: I started following the Canadian election on the Windsor TV station a few weeks ago. I guess I
knew they were going to hold their own election in a couple of
\\'eeks. W'hat I didn't know is how much more entertaining
those Canadians have made their election.
~ow I can't pretend to know anything about most of what
~sat stake in the Canadian election. Y1aybe that is why I am
enjoying it so much. But I have figured out that they have
1hree major national parties. For the last few years, the
Conservative Party, headed by Brian Mulroney, has had the
most seats in the Canadian Parliament. The other two
parties are J ohn Turner's Liberal Party and Ed Broadbent's
New Democratic Party, another liberal party. I \vish we could
have a new Democratic Party in this country, and maybe a
r.ew Republican Party while we are at it. Canadians also have
a few minor parties, including the Rhinoceros Party, which
advocates adding steroids to the water supply and more beer
consumption.
I have also figured out that "conservative" and "liberal"
don't mean the same things in Canada as they do in the U.S.
It's not just tha t Canadian candidates don't think that liberal
is a dirty word or something you don't want to admit to in
public. But rather, the Canadian parties don't seem to differ
on the same issues that divide Ametican parties. All three
Canadian parties seem to support fnr more extensive social
programs that we have in the United States, and not even the
Conservative Party seems to ad vocate reducing the size of the
Canadian government. And I have hardly heard anything
about their national-defense policy.
The debates between the Canadian candidates have been
:nuch livelier than the ones put on by our candidates. One of
1he debates was conducted in French, so I only watched a few
ofthe highlights (\vith translation) on the news. I saw most
of:he English-language debate. They broke that debate into
sections in which two candidates tore into each other while
thethird left the stage. They had a reporter lob in a question

to one of the two, and then the reporters stepped back and Jet
the candidates fight it out - calling each other names,
interrupting, accusing each other of covering something up.
Now that's the way a debate should be conducted- not like
those boring joint press conferences our candidates made us
sit through. For the most part, I didn't know anythjng about
their government scandals or the specifics of the programs
over which they were arguing, but they put on such a good
show that I didn't care.
At first, I thought that Brian Mulroney was even more of
a made-for-TV candidate than Dan Quayle. But after four
years of defending his programs before a very rude opposition
party, he has sharpe_ned his debating skills a nd came out of
the debate rather well. John Turner, who leads in the latest
poll, looks like a gentle grandfather-like character when he
first starts talking. But when Turner gets excited, he reminds me of Sparky Anderson if he ever got really mad about
something or contracted rabies. The New Democratic Party
claims to be some kind of workers' party, and Ed Broadbent
certainly comes across like another Lane Kirkland or Owen
Bieber -like a well-entrenched labor union leader. But all
three of these candidates have impressed me with their
ability to make well-reasoned and fairly detailed arguments.
I find them very refreshing after putting up \vith the sorts of
arguments advanced by Dukakis and Bush over the last few
weeks.
We all saw how our Presidential candidates ran away
from any sort of campaigning on important issues. If we
listen closely to them, we see that they differ over a large
number of very important government policy issues, including who gets on the Supreme Court, how the probably inevitable new child-care programs should be implemented, the
role of the U.S. military in Central America, SDI and what to
do abou t the deficit. But our candidates mostly ran away from
those differences, and instead tried to get us to look at who
was more patriotic (the flag waver or the son of immigrants),
cared most for the environment (the Reagan deputy or the
Boston Harbor governor) and who identified more \vi th the
common man (the preppy oil millionaire or the snooty Har vard professor).
Not so the Canadians. This election is really about one
critical issue: the free-trade agreement with the United
States. All of the candidates are discussi ng it extensively and
in great detail. The Mulroney government negotiated and is

Letter to the Editor

supporting the treaty, while the other two parties oppose it. It
is already ratified in the U.S. and in the lower house of the
Canadian Parliament, but the Canadian House of Lords is
holding it up. I guess that makes the Canadian House of
Lords sort of analogous to the U.S. Supreme Court- even
aft.e r the government that appoints them is dri ven out, they
are able to keep their seats and throw their weight around
\vithout many checks from the current elected officials.
The Conservatives claim that Canada \vill gain from this
treaty, since it gives them better access to the h uge American
markets (Canada already has a trade surplus \vith the U.S.
withou t this agreement), while the other parties are trying to
frighten the voters by claiming that the treaty will make them
an economic colony of the United States. The opposition
parties are playing a little dirty by trying to link free trade
wi th a reduction in social programs. Of course, the connection
between this treaty and existing government programs is
very weak, bm the opposition parties raise this connection
because Canadians get even more excited about their social
programs than Americans get over Social Security. The
critical assumption behind the two different views of the freetrade agreement is the ability of Canadians to produce products that are competitive \vith American products. The
Conservatives believe Canadians can compete with anyone
(especially \vith steroids), while the other parties want to
protect certain industries they think \vill not be able to
compete \\ith their American counterparts, like the L.A.
Ki ngs.
On balance, I don't think that I would want government
by a parliament and a prime minister. I like the idea that we
can elect a President 'vith strong convictions and an aggressive agenda, and then we can take away hjs ability to do very
much by making him deal with a Congress strongly con trolled
by the other party. I think that I would be nervous if any
Presidential candidate could propose a set of programs and be
assured of dominating the legislature to such an extent that
he could get through almost anything he wanted. But I wish
we could learn a lesson from the Canadians and find some way
to demand that our candidates start talking about something
important.
Having spent the last fe w years hanging around a few
different colleges, I have run across a lot of characters who tell
me about the good old days when their friends were going to
Canada to avoid the draft. Maybe now I can star t my own
movement to go to Canada to avoid the next Presidential
election.

Letter to the Editor

Don't Blame the Barristers
Editor's Note: The author of this letter, known to The R es
Gtstae, requested that only initials be used, since membership
ill the Barristers is secret.
To the Editor:
The Barristers, the pseudo-secret law society, do not
:ypically write letters to the editor, but I felt compelled to do
so in the hope that I might dispel some of the unfounded
rumors that have been circulati ng.
I have heard the Barrister name mentioned six times in
the last two weeks as the prime suspects in the latest Law
School whodunit. I would like to take this opportunity to say
:hat the Barristers played no part in the distribution of the
senseless and malicious fliers that recently shocked the Law
School community.
The Barristers have three goals: 1) to consume as much
alcohol as humanly possible; 2) to sponsor the Crease Ball, at
~·hich those in attendance drink massive quantities of alcor.o~c spirits and prove that one can be dressed in fancy clothes
and still act like a street wino; and 3) to publish the Raw
Review in _o~~e: ~ :a~se ;n~mey ~o:,_y_e~ ~~~ ~essed it, more

alcohol.
The publication of the Raw Review has been criticized in
the past due to insensitivity on the Barristers' behalf that
resulted in the publication of some material that hurt the
feelings of individuals and disrespected their privacy interests. Admittedly, the Barristers have made mistakes; I doubt
that any organization can boast of an unblemished past.
Fortunately, the editorial boardofthe Raw Revi(lw has adopted
and applied a policy during the past two years that states that
material \viii not be published in the Raw Review unless it is
funny and is not offensive.
Since vet)' little is known about the Barristers (probably
because there is so very little to know), some law students have
d('Cided to point the finger of blame at an easy target- the
Barristers. I probably speak on behalf of the entire group
when I say we would appreciate it if the false accusations
ceased and energies were directed instead toward finding out
who the real offenders are.
J.D. C.
Member, Barristers

Mixed Message
To the Editor:
I have just r eceived my facebook a nd have enjoyed
seeing where my classmates come from and the various
places where they did their previous education. As Dean
Bollinger and the other speakers during orientation never
tired of pointing out, the ttir st-year class is incr edibly diverse.
'
The cover of the facebook, however, r eflects none of
that diversity. It represents, instead, the Law School as an
institution exclusive to white males.
This may seem like a trivial point. But if the Law
School and the law profession has moved beyond this
narrow view (and I hope they have), then they ought to
move beyond it in all of its characterizations and symbolism. Symbols and other subtle reflections of sexism and
racism need to be exposed and opposed in every instance.
I am, of course, not certain what office was responsible
for the choice of this picture. I hope, however, that Bollinger \vill make certain that in future years the cover picture
on the class di rectory reflects the avowed goals of this Law
School.

J im Speta

SECOND & THI D
YEAR STUDENTS

YOU CAN
SAVE IF YOU ENROLL
IN KAPLAN SMH-TODAY
COURSE
Y"'"' , CA
FL,. NJ, PA, TX,
IL, Ml
CT, ME, MD, MA,
NH, VT, VA, DC
CO,NM
RHODE ISLAND

*

z

LIST
$1095

YOUR PRICE*
$970

$850

S'>~
I
~ ")

$950

$825
$525
$625

YOU SAVE
$125
$125
$125
$170

-$125

ADDITIONAl $50 DISCOUNT FOR KAPlAN lSAT AlUMNI!
NY II'ICLUDES FREE NJ BOOKS!

See a campus representative
today or call us:

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
MICHIGAN AREA
ANN ARBOR
DETROIT
EAST LANSING
GRAND RAPIDS
TOLEDO

(313) 662-3149
(313) 569-5320
(517) 332-2539
(616) 957-9701
(419) 537-3701

STANLEY H.

KAPlAN ..SMH

BAR REVIEW SERVICES

These Discounted Prices are valid until November 18, 1988.
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Prof. Kahn Dra\Vs Fire from Student Groups
'Aggressive Meddling'
To the Editor:
The University of J\fichigan Women Law Students
Association is voicing its objections to the offensive conduct of
a Law School professor that the group has had to suffer while
conducting its brown bag lunch lecture series at the Law
School.
On the morning of Oct. 25, Prof. Douglas Kahn, Dykema
Gossett partner Bettye Elkins and local attorney Melinda
~orris placed a conference call to ~'he home of a WLSA
;:.eering committee member. The !'nbject of the call was that
eay's scheduled WLSA brown bag lecture at the Law School
:eaturing attorney Nancy Francis, candidate for Washtenaw
CircuitCourtjudge. The three callers proceeded to argue that
~1orris should also be invited to pt-rform at the lecture, as she
coo is running for the Circuit Court bench. The WLSA
s:.eering committee member explaint>d that she was not in a
position to invite Morris because ,hl' WLSA brown bag
committee was solely responsible tor choostng speakers, and
tilat ~orris would be invited by tht> committee for her own
:ecrure ata laterdateif\VLSA membl•rsso desired. Further,
:he law student explained that the en nt had been advertised
:.o the public as an appearance of Fmncis only, and that it
would be unfair to Francis to allow nn unannounced speaker
:oappear at Francis's lecture. The c:tllt>rs did not nccept this
answer and conclude their call. Hathcr, they badgered the
law student for an additionall5 minutC's, arguing why Morris
should be allowed to speak. Kahn dC'tnandcd to know the

names and phone numbers of women law students on the
brown bag committee. All three callers used language and
tone of voice that demonstrated an attempt to intimidate the
student . Morris concluded her part of the conversation by
stating that she might "just show up."
This Tuesday morning call was the last and most dramatic
in a series of actions by Kahn and Elkins over the course of a
week that were directed at persuading WLSA to accept a
speaker it did not select. This type of conduct clearly threaV>ns
the ability ofWLSA, or any Law School student orga nization,
to operate in an independent, member-directed fashion. It
was a gross abuse of professorial position and power for Kahn
to instigate and participate in this campaign to pressure
WLSA and intimidate its law student members. \VLSA
certainlywelcomessuggestionsaboutspeakersandprograms,
but we refuse to sponsor speakers or events not of our
choosing, and we further refuse to accept the type of aggressive
meddling displayed by Kahn, Elkins and Morris this week.
Laura Anderson
Steeri n g Committee Membe r , WLSA

Abuse of Power
To the E ditor:
The Nntion..tl Lawyers Guild strongly objects to the
pressure exerted by Prof. Douglas Kahn to invite a par ticular
speaker to the Women Law Students Association's brown bag
lunch series. NLG believes that the tactics used pose a threat
to the i ndcpendence ofevery student group at the Law School.

Moreover, NLG believes that Kahn abused his position and
its attendant power to attempt to further his own political
agenda at the expense of law student autonomy.
While faculty suggestions about possible speakers are
welcomed and frequently solicited by students, Kahn's actions went far beyond suggesting. He engaged in repeated
attempts to coerce WLSA into bringing a particular judicial
candidate as a brown bag speaker. These attempts culminated in a conference call to one \VLSA member that cannot
be seen as anything Jess than deliberate intimidation. We
condemn Kahn's actions and commend WLSA for refusing to
be intimidated.
No doubt Kahn believes he was fostering the "fair"
representation of ideas. Because one speaker WLSA invited
was Kaney Francis, a candidate in a local JUd.Jcial elecnon,
Kahn believed that her opponent, Melinda :\toms, should
also be brought in. But NLG rejects the obligation he would
place on student groups to invite speakers on "both• sides of
every issue (assuming that there are always two and only two
sides to every question). Moreover, NLG particularly rejects
this idea in the context of faculty determinations as to what
constitutes the evenhanded representation of ideas.
As a student group with a political orientation, );LG
views Kahn's actions as particulary ominous. Kahn is certainly free to object to anyone willing to listen tolum about the
perceived poUtical message ofany speaker at the Law School.
But he should not be free to use his professorial power to
intimidate and coerce student groups into taking action that
he believes to be appropriate.
Kris tin Vande n Be rg
National Lawyer s Guild

Letter to the P.ditor

l mplententing the Ne\V Discrintination Policy
To the Editor:
The Law School Student Sennt<' would like to bring to the
attention of the studer.t body the University's policy on
discrimi nation approved by the Board of Regents last April.
The preamble of the policy declnr<'s discrimination "on
the basis of race, ethnicity, religion, sex, scxunl orientation,
creed, national origin, ancestry, age, man tal status, handicap
or Vietnam era veteran status" unacceptable on University of
~1iclugan campuses as "such behanor threatens to destroy
the environment of tolerance and mutual respect which must
prevail ifa University is tofulfill1ts purpose" The policy aims
:.0 protect freedom of speech while detemng conduct that
exceeds the boundaries of the First Amendment.
Freedom of speech, protection of the educational process
and insur ance of an individual's freedom from discriminatory
injury must all weigh in a careful balance. Therefore policy
standards vary with location. The code distinguishes among
public forums, academic centers and housing units.
Public forums, such as the Diag and Regents Plaza, and
mass media, such as The Michzgan Daily and The Res Gestae,
allow for the widest range of expression as such forums "lend
themselves to facilitating the free exchange of ideas within
the Cniversity community." Physical violence and destruction of property in public forums, however, are subject to
discipline.
In academic centers, including classroom buildings, libraries and recreational or study centers, discriminatory
conduct tha t "im plies a threat to," or can "foreseeably in·
terefere" with an "individual's academic efforts, employment,
extracurricular involvement or personal safety" is forbidden.
Any act creating an "intimidating, hostile or demeaning
environment" in an academic center will also be sanctioned.
In University housing, the strictest limitations on dis·
criminatory behavior are in effect as minorities should not

have to endure discrimination within their own homes.
Residents agree to abide by University behavioral standards
in signing their leases. The policy applies to all visitors of
residents as well.
Acts are evaluated for their discriminatory content on a
case-by-case bnsis.
Where appropriate, the University encourages mediation between the parties as assisted by "deans, directors,
department chairs, affirmative action coordinators, the Ombudsman, and the Affirmative Action Office." Such media·
tors must rum to "minimize the burden imposed on the person
who has complained" and may employ "educational mecha·
nisms, community service requirements, disciplinary warnings and/or restitution" in making settlements.
In circumstances where mediation fails or is inappropriate, any member of the University community may file a
complaint with anyofthe above-mentioned administrator s or
offices as well as with the the Office of Student CounSeling
Services, the Department of Public Safety and Security, the
Sexual Assault Preventive and Awareness Center or the
Lesbian and Gay ~lale Programs Office. All complaints will
be forwarded to the vice president for student services who
will conduct a preliminary investigation to determine if
sufficient evidence exists to initiate the formal hearing process.
If the vice president chooses to proceed, a hearing panel
is selected. The hearing panel comprises four students and
one tenured faculty member. Each student governing body
selects a proportional number of students from the u nit
(between two and five) to be eligible to sit on the hearing
panel. (The La w School Student Senate was entitled to select
four students this year.) The complainant a nd the accused
each select one student from the list of all eligible students,

and the vice president of student services selects the remain·
ing two students on the panel. The four students together
choose a tenured faculty member to serve as the fifth panel
member.
The hearing is conducted as informally as possible. While
the vice president for student services presents the charges,
the complainant and accused are entitled to cross-examine all
\vitnesses. Attorneys may accompany and advise parties
during the hearing. Only an attorney for an accused facing
the threat of suspension or expulsion, however, may participate fully in the proceedings. After discussing the evidl.'nce
,,,th the complainant and the accused, the panl'l d..lil-...nll<''
in p1·ivate and is obligated to enforcP the t· nl\ ... rmy's discriminat ion policy
If a mn)c•rit) of thl' pmwl fin ds clear nnd convincing
evidence of a policy violation, the panel will recommend
approprinte sanctions. Possible sanctions include a formal
reprimand, community service work, mandatory attendance
in a class stressing tolerance, restitution, removal from University housing, suspension from specific courses or activites,
a general suspension or expulsion.
The accused may elect to stand before an appellate panel
consisting of the vice president for student services, as well
as one student and one faculty member selected by lot from
the list of eligible panel members. The appellate panel makes
an independent determination about the existence of the
violation and the appropriate sanction.
The Law School Student Senate hopes that no member of
the Law School community will have need to experience the
enforcement mechanisms of this policy firsthand, either as a
victim of discrimination or , worse, as an offender.
Jacqu eline Raznik
Law Sch ool Student Senate
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The contest is fairly simple: Write in your picks for each bowl some Bowls, such as the Cotton, Orange, Citrus,
game, pick the winner of that bowl game, and then make sure you and Sugar, that have one "at-large" spot and one
predict a National Champion. There are 8 bowl games, considered spot reserved for a conference champion. If you
to be the most prominent of the 17 bowl gamesby our football staff. correctly pick the winner of a particular Bowl
The point system is as follows: 3 points will be awarded for a correct game you will be awarded the sum total of the
prediction of a bowl team which was given the berth as a result of possible points for picking the two correct para conference-bowl contract. For example, if you predict the two ticipants in the Bowl game. For example, if you
correct teams for the Rose Bowl, you would be awarded a total of 6 pick the winner of the Rose Bowl, you will be
points. Ifyou correctly predict a team in a bowl that is not the result awarded 6 points. If you predict the winner of
of a conference-bowl arrangement, you will be awarded 4 points. the Orange Bowl, you get 7 points. If you
For example, if you correctly predict both entrants in the Fiesta correctly predict the winner of the Fiesta Bowl,
Bowl, you will be awarded a total of 8 points. Note that there are you will be awarded 8 points. Finally, if you

correctly predict theN ational Champ, you will be awarded 12 points.
The deadline for turning in contest entries is November 11th, by
5:00 P.M.. Prizes will be awarded for first and second place. The
prizes will be dinner for four and dinner for two, roughly, at the
restauran t of our choice. (Or is that dinner for two and dinner for
four?) You may tum in your entries in the box located on the table
directly across from the pendaflexes. Only one entry per person is
permitted. Remember to put your name, class year, and telephone
number on your entry blank. Faculty and staff also welcomed. All
entries become property of The Res Gestae, and The Res Gestae will
be the sole and final judge of the contest. Call Harold Hunter at 7648962 if you have questions concerning the contest rules or procedure.
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ORANGE BOWL
Big Eight Champion v. At-Large

FIESTA BOWL
At-Large v. At-Large

COTION BOWL
Southwest Conference Champion v. At-Large

SUGAR BOWL
Southeastern Conference Champion v. At-Large
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Crossword

5

By Tim Connors

~~~~--------------------~------------------------~~~~~--~-----------ACROSS
42. Stammer
10. "Oh Mighty __•
1. Glimpse
5. Search, 80, or Wars
9. Turf chunk
13. Spacely __
14. Utilize
15. Snare
16. •_ _ little baby ducks, old pick·up
t rucks .. ."
18. Tony Sta.r k alter ego or Black Sab.
bath chestnut:_ Man
20. Explorer Henry; TV brothers Bill,
Mark, and Brett; and bed-bound big
guy Walter
22. Oft-spol tedundeadKalamazoo resi·
dent
24. Novelist and semioticisl Umberto
25. "Get _ the groove•
27. •_ ratherbeahammcrthanan:ul..."
28. Ol>laJwma 's Ann ie
29. Regarding
30. Footware feature or Ri verdale High
coach
31. Bacteria e
33. Famed "victor"
35. Common law student personality
type
37. "Daddy sang _ •
40. Ex-guv Mecham, to his remaining
friends
41. Venue for a night with Groucho or
Queen

46.A _ in the Sun
47. School org.
48. Corn unH
49. Become entitled
50. A horse, of course
51. Hemingway
53. Sandwich favorite
54. Cockney greeting
56. Until now
57. Tense
58. Antipathy
61. News angle or music mag with bad
altitude
64. Tart candy treats
66. Bright and ugly hue
68. Copper symb.
69. Hoc or hominem
70. Pickens or Harpo
71. Venting organ
DOWN
1. Swimmer \Vilhnms or Good Times'
Rolle
2. __ Goose
3. Madrid museum
4. Cries of the smallest Who (which
vindicated Horton)
5. Behavioraliqt B.F.
6. Sputnik rival
7. Alpha Tau Omega
8. Invite reply
9. Blue Devils coli.

11. F rench poet Paul and Television
gui tarist Tom
12. Dawn companion
17. Sevareid, Idle and Heiden
19. Oxford Eng. Dictnry.
21. Greasy
23. Tokyo of old
26. Not this one
30. Soviet party org.
32. Rabbit-li ke
34. Uh ra-violet (abbr.)
36. ~n. Sharon
38. Pelof49 Down and family, orUB40
toaster
39. Exxon predecessor
41. Paddle
43. Exam takers
44. TolS ingredient
45. Emergcy. room
46. Arbitrons or Nielsens
47. To\\ nsend, Maravich, and duPont
49. "His boy _•
52. Roof overhang (sing.)
55. Gloss, slick or -osuction
59. Star Wars
60. Green eggs and ham purveyor Sam
61. Sun
62. Whales' nemesis
63. Sister
65. Mate of ma
67. Album

9
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15
20

24
29

51

New Health Law Society Looks at AIDS, Health Issues
By Elise Resnick
The H ealth Law Society is a new organization formed by
law students in March, 1988. It:; charter members originally
studied in Sally Ann Payton's Health Law class, and as a
result Payton presently serves as their advisor . This semester is the organization's first a~ nn official Society.
The organization is interdisciplinary, with members from
a wide variety of disciplines. l\fostofthe 40 law students who
are members have health care bnckgrounds. The other thirtyfi ve members are students from nursing, medical school,
social work, public health, philosophy, and sociology.
Chairper son Carol Krueger-Brophy, a law student with
trai ning in physical therapy, explains that the diversity of
membership is part of their goal : "Our mission is to serve as
a pool of r esources and information for students with shared
interests, to coordinate between the various discplines, and to
stimulate thought regarding biomedicallbioethical issues and
policies."
The group is also working to i>Xpand awareness of opportunities in th e health field. Las t Monday, there was a health
law career panel which featured health law attorneys involved in varying fields such as gi'neral coporate practice,
hospitals, and medical associations. A pr oject committee is
looking for per sons to help in organizing n segment of the
Alternative Practices Conference on public interest-oriented
opportunities in health law. Another committee has formed
that will compile a course cuniculum guide for students
inter ested in health law issues, which will cover course
offerings across the university.
The H ealth Law Society's newsletter is now targeted for

monthly distribution. It will include calendar information present topics of interest in health law for discussion. Issues
about upcoming events, and is expanding with a section to be adressed in upcoming lectues and discussions are: the
containing substantive information on recent developments use of fetal tissue in medical experimentation, patenting
in health law. The office will be located in BlOC Hutchins animals, access to health care, medical malpractice and tort
Hall by sometime in November. The space is located behind reform, a nd surrogacy.
the pendaflexes and is presently occupied by the computer
Kroeger-Brophy outlined some of the society's longer
center. The computer center will soon be moving to another r ange goals. In the future she hopes that the group will
location.
increase membership, start a community outreach program
The society is organized by committees. Jane Gerardot is of volunteer advocacy, and perhaps develop a joi nt degree
the funds coordinator, and she collects a S5 membership fee program with the school of public health. She hopes also to
from members per term. Funds are also sought from other organize a debate between Tom Stoddard, of Lambda Legal
departments at the university, law firms, and hospitals, so Defense Fund and a professor from George Washington
that the group can fina nce the numerous events as well as Univer sity who advocates the criminalization of homosexualprovide information about ongoing programs.
ity.
A current program sponsored by the Health La w Society
is the AIDS Awareness Lecture Series. Bill Aseltyme is
coordinating the program, which creates a forum for learning
and discussion about the many aspects of AIDS. Some of
these issues, 'iuch as homosexual rights in tenancy and
insurance are brought up in cooperation with the Lesbian and
Gay Law Society. Other AIDS related subjects to be covered
are: employment discrimination, cultural implications of
AIDS, a sociological perspective on the disease, and clinical
t reatment of those affected with AIDS. William Hoffman,
author of"As Is", is scheduled to discuss the impact of AIDS
on the artistic community, and the portrayal of AIDS in
artistic media. Tonight at 7:00pm the AIDS Awareness
Lecture Series prese nts the film, "An Early Frost", in 116
Hutchins Hall.
A group discussion club, headed by Lucy Russel will
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Survey Says ...

By Jean Brennan and Sarah Somers
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*From Barron's Guide to Law Schools
8th edition, 1988
From random survey of 50 students
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Women Face Difficult Choices Over Child Care
By Kyra Kazantzis
The adequacy of child care is a problem that almost every
woman lawyer with a young child encounters. Although the
formidable duty of finding child care should transcend gender
lines, this responsibility still fa11s disproportionately on the
shoulders of women. As a result, the voices in this column are
those of women.
"You w ant peace of mind. You want to know wh ere
your children are and that they are in the best
p ossible place."
Limjted options exist for any working mother who is
looking for child care. One has a choice between private
daycare facilities and in-home services; neither option is
problem free. It is often difficult to find a daycarefacilityclose
to work or home which is within a budget, is open a sufficient
amount of time during the day, has appropriate facilities
(such as an outdoor space for play), and is safe.
In-home care has its own set of drawbacks. Finding a
babysitter is a task itself; the anxiety parents feel when
choosing a person to care for their child stems from concerns
about the trustworthiness and ability of the babysitter.
Anxieties can be diminished by going th rough a bonded
agency rather than through the classified ads; as the surety
increases, however, so does the cost. Of course, there is
always the risk that one is "at the whim of a babysitter's
dentist appointments," says Daniella Saltz, a mother and
third-year law student at Michigan.
Aside from logistical problems, a parent's biggest concern is the safety of one's child. "You want peace of mind," said
Saltz. "You want to know where your children are and that
they are in the best possible place."
•rrou can't tell a client, 'Sorry, I have to go get my kid."'
The problems that exist for any working mother are
exaggerated for the lawyer. Darlene Domanik is a senior
associate with Butzel, Long in Detroit, whose two-year old
daughter attends a private daycare facility. This center, like
most others, is open from 7:00a.m. until6:00 p.m. Because
Domanik is a litigator who, during a trial, can work from 1618 hours a day, she finds the hours at the daycare center
restrictive.
Domanik says that there is a lot of pressure to be on time
to pick up her daughter; there are penalties if a parent arrives
late. The most troublesome situation is when she is with a
client in a meeting which is running late. "You can't tell a
client, 'Sorry, I have to go get my kid."'
Many women attorneys believe that in-home' care is more
flexible than daycare because, in an emergency, a parent can
ask the babysitter to stay later. However, if the babysitter
mustleave,theremaybenochoicebutforoneparenttoretum
home. Worse yet, the babysitter may not show up a tall. Even
with the problems that accompany in-home child care, most
people at Dickinson, Wright in Detroit have babysitters, says
Cynthia Moore, a third-year associate at the firm.
Currentcriticismaboutdaycare has focused on an infant's
need to be with his/her parents duri ng the day. The criticism
rests on the theory that "bonding" is accomplished by frequent physical contact between child and parents during
early, formative years. Leaving a child somewhere for ten or
eleven hours a day severely limits the ability of a parent to
establish this contact.
This concern has led some companies to provide daycare
facilities either proximate to the workplace or even on-site.
This aJiows mothers to continue breast feeding their infants
aftertheyretum to work. Parents can also visit their children
during the day to have meals with them.
Companies who have put this kind of program in place
say that they have seen a drop in absenteeism and the return
of valuable employees who found other child care programs to
be incompatible with their desire to breast feed or simply to
be with their child.
"I think that in-firm daycare would b e a good idea,
bu t I don't think that people's t hinking has
progressed that far.''
In Detroit last summer, a la\ryer, Ira Jaffe, sponsored a
project to form a company which would have provided daycare
to children of employees working in downtown law firms and
accounting firms. The daycare center, called Downtown
Childcare, Inc., would have catered to the unique needs of

lawyers and accountants in downtown Detroit. Not only do
lawyers with children in Detroit have the usual problems
with regular houred daycare, many have complained that it
is impossible to find daycare at all in the downtown area.
Downtown Childcare would have been located within
minutes of downtown. It would have provided visitation so
that parents could stop by the center during work hours in
order to share meals with their children or breast feed infants.
The center would have offered extended evening and weekend hours.
Jaffe believes that not only would the daycare center be
important to improve the quality oflife for lawyers with child
care duties, but that firms would benefit economically. He
says that the investment in the center is miniscule when
compared to the costs oflosing valuable employees.
Toprovidefundingand membership for Downtown Childcare, Jaffe sent an offering to downtown law and accounting
firms for stock in the non-profit company. Although the
offering expired in July, only one other law firm, Miller,
Canfield, Paddock & Stone, committed itself to becoming a
shareholder. Among the reasons given by other firms for not
joining were: the possibility of liability problems, lack of
interest, and, in the case of one firm, the desire to have
daycare in its own building. Women in the Detroit law
community have expressed their concern that these reasons
are mere excuses. At last word, the program had not yet been
installed.
Domanik said that there were several reasons why she
wasn't interested in the offering. She said that although
having to leave work before 6:00p.m. to pick up her daughter
"can be a pain," it forces her to spend a substantial amount of
time with the child after work. In addition, she worried that
other members of her firm may encourage her to stay late
because they know that her daughter could stay at the
daycare center much later. Domanik said that she prefers to

keep her personal li fe separate from her work life and that not
only would being able to visit her child destroy their separateness, "it would be disruptive" to her daughter. She adds that
her daughter has been at her daycare center since she was
eight weeks old and is happy there.
Moore said that because their daughter is now in fifth
grade and participates in a Latchkey program connected to
her school, Downtown Childcare does not apply to her.
However, she believes in general the idea was a good one. She
is not sure what her firm did as a whole about the offering.
About on-site daycart!, she said, "I don't think that people's
thinki ng has progressed that far."
Although Domanik and Moore both agree that the idea of
in-firm daycare is, in general, a good one, both found that it
was not personally attractive to them. Therefore, neither
pursued the issue with their firms.
"I never read those articles [about women in
the workplace] until I h ad a kid. It turns yo ur life
upside down. You have to run your life like a
general."
Most women law students without childrPn do not think
about the problem of child care. "I'm making a career de<·i;:ion
and not a family decision," said one second year law studenc.
"When I'm interviewing, I don't ask about availability of
daycare."
Domanik said that she saw all the articles about women
in the workplace and what having a family a nd working can
be like, but that mainly she ignored them. "I never read those
artir.les [about women in the workplace)," she said, "until I
had a kid. It turns your life upside down. You have to run your
life like a general."
She said that she hopes that young people who are
becoming lawyers will consider the problems of balancing
their job commitment and their family commitment; otherwise, she said, "they will be in for a rude shock."

Sluggermania Hits Sports Reports
Continued from Page Twelve
cars were flying at each other like a family of cra.zed ferrets.
It may have looked like a disorganized group of amateurs
driving in circles, but that's only because it was.
But above the fray, the super-talent of editor in chief Paul
"Mr. Whirlyball" Czarnota was eminently clear. The Czar
could handle the buggy like Gordon Johncock and was more
adept with his scooper than anyone this side ofMatlock Nims.
He would weave through traffic like a young Wayne Gretsky,
leave defenders in the dust shaking their heads !ike a young
Wayne Gretsky, and fire ofT shots with pinpoint accuracy like
a young Wayne Gretsky. "I'm like a young Wayne Gretsky"
commented editor Czamota who scored more goals than all
other players combined.
But as teams learned to send goon squads after Czarnota
and trap him in the corner, other stars emerged, most notably
Mark Pierone, Andy Kok, Mary McFarland and Jim Henderson. Erik Light, Jocko Knappmann, John "Ball Hog" Panourgias, recently married Noreen Date-Warrick, Colin Zick and
his fiance (sorry ladies), people I am forgetting, and people to
whom I was never formally introduced also performed admirably.
Tony Ettore had an outstanding match when he wasn't
spinning his cart in circles. Perhaps he was still logy from the
fumes. "I've seen 'em gut childrenjust for sport," added an old
guy in a movie.
The defensive star of the evening was most certainly Lisa
Greifen berg. Smiling maniacally, the perky Ms. Greifenberg
did not shy away from contact as she r eadily smashed into any
car she could reach. "John, can you steer? I wanna hop in the
back seat," a dazed Grei fenberg com men ted after the matches.
Due to a scheduling quirk, I was unable to observe the
unique talentsofMs. Lisa Salvia. Her rousing rendition of the
Loue Boat theme on the drive home, however, capped off a
perfect evening.
In retrospect it was the most fun I had ever had until the

next night, but that was a fluke for me. What arena football
was to the '80s, whirlyball could be to the '90s. As the
brochure said, "Two point penalty for contact \vith scoop to
opponent's body."
Unattributed QU()te ofth£ Week: "I11 never do that again,
they offered me Halloween Candy."
Retraction: Second year Julie Marcus would like it to be
known that she went for a short jog October 19, despite
reports to the contrary in this column the followi ng week. My
apologies to Ms. Marcus for any embarrassment this oversight may have caused.
Obituary: The sports and legal worlds were dee ply
saddened recently by the untimely passing of former NFL
fullback Charles E. "Boobie" Clark. It was Clark's cheap shot
which resulted in the now classic torts case Hackbart u.
Cincinnati Bengals, and in a permanent nickname for J im
"Boobie-Flo Hymen" Eardley. "Now I've got the nicknames of
two dead athletes," thought the wishfully re-nicknamed Jim
"McMahon" Eardley.
Finally: The moment you've all been waiting for. You've
seen them in the field and you've read their literary contribution. Now you have the opportunity to get in on the ground
floor of something that could become bigger than law school
itself. You can literally feel it, the groundswell is building;
Sluggermania is about to run rampant through the law
school community.
In future weeks expect various essay contests, button
designing contests, Sluggers trivia contests, a win-a-date\vith-a-Slugger competition, Sluggers trading cards, S lugger
interviews, an auction of Slugger paraphernalia, and a come
as your favorite Slugger party. This is all in the hope of
building fan support to let the Sluggers know we're all behind
them. Through the combined efforts of all of us, we can enable
the Sluggers to be the best they can be. So wear your button,
enter the contests, and support the Sluggers. You11 make this
world a better place for all of us.

Fifteen years ago, computer.assisted legal research (CALR) didn,t
even exist. Today it is considered by
law firms large and small to be vir.tually the single most important legal
research skill you can learn. Essential
to your,success as a student, a sum.mer associate, an associate, even
a partner.
The LEXIS®service amplifies

the power of classic research skills
for faster and better research results.
It is the power to win, a power you
can master now. For initial training
or advanced courses, talk to your law
library staff or legal research and
writing faculty.

LEXIS'

Thepowertowin.
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Wolverines to Top Illini in Big Ten Showdown
By Haro ld Hunter
THE RUN FOR THE ROSES-Michigan
can smell the scent of roses so strongly that I
would not be surprised to find thorns protruding
from their nostrils. All the Wolverines have to do
is beat lllinois in their final home game this week
and Bo will get one more shot at those PAC-Ten
meanies. However, the task may be more diffi cult than previously expected because of the
numerous injuries suffered agai nst the Golden
Gophers, most notably a season-ending broken
collarbone sustained by starting quarterback
Michael Taylor. If Demetrious Brown can play
\vi thin his abilities and minimize mistakes, the
Wolverines should clinch. JefT George is a fine
quarterback, and is supported by the fine multipurpose halfback Kei th Jones. But \\ith an
emotional throng sensing the Big-Ten title,
Michigan should win fairly comfortably.
In other games, Michigan State travels to
Indiana for a must-win showdown with the
Hoosiers. Ifthe Spartans continue their winning
streak here, only \vinless Wisconsin would stand
between them and a bowl invitation, a proposition that seemed very unlikely a month ago.
Indiana must rebound from the horrifying giveaway loss against 111inois last week to maintain
their hopes for a medium range bowl berth.
Ohio State visits Iowa City to meet the
Hawkeyes, and Iowa could clinch a bowl invite by
prevailing over the weak Buckeyes. Quarter·
back Chuck Hartlieb continues his assault on
Iowa and Big Ten passing records, and look for
him to get a bundle of yards against one of the
worst defenses in the nation.
PurduejourneystoEvanston lookingtoeven
their record against the :\lildcats. However, do
not rule out a strong performance from ~orth·
western in their last home game of the season.
Finally, in a battle of the Big Ten have-nots,
the winless and t\vice tied Golden Gophers visit
Madison to meet Wisconsin. I guess one ofthese
teams \viii probably \vin their first game here,
although neither deserves to do so. It is a shame
that Minnesota possesses two ofthe finest young
Th·
running backs in the country in Darrell
ompson and Octavious Gould, but also bas an of-

fensive line that could not block a slight breeze.
MICHIGAN 27 ILLINOIS 14; L~DIANA 20 MICHIGAN STATE 11; IOWA38 OHIO STATE 17; PURDCE 23
NORTHWESTERN 19; MINNE SOTA 28 WISCONSI:'\ 18
GEORGIA AT AUBURN- This is the key game of the
year in the SEC. The loser is probably out of the running for
the Sugar Bowl, as LSU need only beat Mississippi State to
end their SEC slate with one loss. This game provides a
classic match-up of a fine ground attack against one of the
finest defenses in the country. Quarterback Reggie Slack \vill
provide efficient passing agai nst an aver age Bulldog secondary in attempting to keep Auburn's slim hopes for a national
title alive. Georgia counters \vith grind-em-up workhorse
Tim Worley. Auburn is tough to beat at home, and the home
field advantage should be enough here to propel Auburn to
victory in a bone-crushing affai r. AUBURN 24 GEORGIA
16
COLORADO AT NEBRASKA-Nebraska has quietly
rolled off seven straight victmies while chasing that elusive
national crown. Quarterback Steve Taylor is having a great
year, as is tough halfuack Ken Clark. Their oiTense is
averaging 46 points a game. The defense is improving also,
al though the Huskers seem to have trouble pulling together
a complete game on both sides of the ball. A few years back,
Coach McCartney of the BuiTs declared Nebraska to be
Colorado's arch-rival, and since then, the BufTaloes always
give the Comhuskers a tough-go. Quarterback Sal Aunese
has developed into a versatile, multi-talented leader, but has
been prone to throwing key interceptions. Stnr halfback Eric
Bieniemy provides stellar assistance for the option game, and
has already rushed for over 1200 yards this season. The Bulls'
strength lies in their linebackers, particularly Khonnvis
McGhee, who registered an unbelievable 23 solo tackles
against Oklahoma. Watch for Colorado's kicking game to
keep Nebraska in the hole all day as Xebraska plays their
final home game in front of the 16l st straight sell-out at
Memorial Stadium. It will be most interesting to observe fan
reaction during this game, as the Husker faithful booed the
Huskers loudly against Missquri two weeks ago, which
prompted Tom Osborne to uncharacteristically publicly
tongue-lash Husker fans for their unappreciative nature.
NEBRASKA 21 COLORADO 20
WEST VI RGlNIA AT RUTGERS--Why am I predicting
this game? On the surface, it appears this game \viii be yet
another non·challenge for the Mountaineers as they coast
through their ~asy schedule towards a possible bowl showdown \vith ~otre Dame. However, quarterback Major Harris,

maybe the best all-around player in the country,
injured his hip during their blowout over Cincin·
nati last week and may be slowed this week.
Further, Rutgers seems to play best when con·
fronted with tough opponents. I am really going
out on a limb here, but the season is almost over
and I still have not predicted my annual "upset of
the ) ear" yet. Also, justice dictates that fans
should nnt have to put up \vith Kotre Dame
getting w ploy West \'1 n .. •'lia in their bowl game
just becau,e they ore u n<.ll''<>ated. If the Iri!;h Rre
to \vin the rhampwnship, tt , \' --hould hav. · , _o
through the Ornnge or Su;...; r Row! to do ""· • '
poosibly play Florida Stat..- m · :'e Fie,ta Bowl.
Therefore, I nm boldly (stuplO•\., going to pre·
diet the unthinkable here. CPSET SP ECIAL
OF THE YEAR: RUTGERS 26 WEST VlRGINIA 23
USC AT ARIZONA STATE-Although the
Trojans are s till undefea ted, they begin a three
_game stretch of very tough games, starting here
\vith surprising Arizona State. Sun Devil signalcaller Paul Justin has sparked Arizona State's
surge into bowl contention. Although a young
defense continues to struggle, they have improved and are capable of pla)ing an inspired
game for four quarters. Southern Cal methodically drives toward the showdowns with uCLA
and Notre Dame, and the1r stingy defense often
provides turnovers to Rodney Peete and the USC
offense, making their job much easier. The
Trojans may be looking nhead here, and watch
for the Sun 0Pvils lo throw out all the stops in
their upset bid. USC 30 ARIZONA STATE 26
TEXAS A&~l AT ARKA.i\SAS- The surprising Hogs have to be the most unknown 9-0
team in h1story, but face two tough opponents in
Texas A&M and :\1iami to conclude the season.
Although probation has thrown a shadow on an
otherwise fine comeback from early season woes
by the Aggies, Texas A&M would like nothing
better to ruin the Hog's perfect record and prove
that they are the best in the SWC. However, a
fired-up home crowd should propel Arkansas to
a perfect 10-0 and a national television appear ance to prove the mselves against Miami.
ARKfu'\'SAS 17 TEXAS A&:\1 14

•

Prof. Kahn responds to Student Wrath
Con ti nued from P age On e
out making some strong accusations."
When questioned about the possibility
of that ideological difTerences may have been
the reason that WLSA members did not
want Morris to appear, Kahn noted, "Melinda is extremely liberal...Professor St.
Antoine supports her. Peter Darrow is also
on her list of supporters. I think both are
extremely capable people. Neither of them
are conservatives. In fact., this may be the
first time rve agreed with :\lelinda on the
issues in a long time."

Political concerns were also not the rea·
son Francis was invited and Moms wasn't,
according to Anderson. Brown bag committee
members had met Francis previously, and
independently decided to invite her, Ander·
son stated. "One of the things that attracted
the committee was thnt Francis was black,
and WLSA has decided to bring in more black
speakers ... We did nothing to endorse her.. .lt
never crossed our mind, " Anderson added.
''Dean Bollinger summoned me up last
week ... he told me 'I want you to know you
have done nothing wrong."

kinko·s·

the copy center
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Michigan Union
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GIVE YOURSELF EVERY POSSI BLE ADVANTAGE

HBJ

vs.

PMBR

The Difference is Obvious.
1. Guaranteed Pass Program in Michigan.

1. No guarantees.

2. 24 hour workshop evenly paced over a
2 week period so that you have time to
assimilate the substantive material.

2. 24 hour workshop given over 3 consecutive
days.

3. Immediate (same day) feedback on all
practice exams. Our practice exams are
divided by subject so that we can easily
teach the different techniques appl icable for
each subject. The first three days are spent
taking practice exams and doing a!"!swer
analyses by subject while it is still fresh.
The last day is the simulated mul tistate
examination and answer analysis.

3. Has simulated exams on the first day and
does answer analyses over the next two days.
Exams not broken down by subject.

4. Each Michigan location will have at least 4
different professorslmultistate experts to
teach the variou s areas of the law.

4. One person portends to know all the law on
each mu ltistate subject and teaches all areas.

5. Fits in perfectly with comprehensive courses
because it Is taught primarily in the
afternoons.

5. 3 full day format.clashes with most bar
review courses' dates and times.

6. Price fixed at $195.

6. Prices range from $250 to $325 depending
upon app licable discounts.

·The HBJ Guaranteed Pass Program is also available in a 3-day video tape lecture series jus t before
the bar exam for $125 at the completion of comprehensive review course schedules.

The H BJ Guaranteed Pass Program is
available to anY.one enrolled
in any comprehensive bar review course
26111 Evergreen, Suite 302, Southfield, Ml 48076 • (313) 354-7111 or
(800) 245·EXAM
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5K Fun Run, Whirlyball Take Law School by Storm
By Steve Olson
Absolutely nothing happened on the Jaw school sports
scene for the third consecutive week. This means that I have
to make up more stuff to write about and consequently this
article will be even lamer than last week's. A more frightening thought is that there are far fewer sports events next
term. Thus next semester is going to be unbearable for all of
us. I need to find a gimmick. That's where Sluggermania
comes in.
I guess there was some athletic activity this week as
the mens and mixed doubles tennis tournaments finally
concluded, just moments before they would have been declared to be in violation of the rule against perpetuities. Close
observers of the decades old tournaments have become victims of rigor mortis, and it is my belief that the standings
board has decayed into an unrecognizable pulp. Wit h the
board's return to dust, I have no idea who won t he tournament. I'm not real good at personal contact and phones
frighten me.
I'm sure the tournament was well played, the players were not overly competitive, and a splendid time was had
by all. A hearty congratulations to the winners and a hearty
laugh in the faces of the losers. 111 try to have the results by
next week. If you want them before then, tough. Find them

out yourself. What am I, your mom?
Fortunately there is a law school sports event this
week. The five kilometer Fun Run takes plare Friday during
my tax class. Lets all turn out at the University Gi>lf Course
at 3:00 to run or root on our favorite competitors, while
basking in the lovely Michigan weather. Runners will be
taking pledges for each kilometer run and the money raised
will be given to needy persons in the area for a Thanksgiving
dinner. Since I frighten small children even when I'm not
dressed like Virgini a Gi>rdon, I find this the best way to help
kids \vithout scarring them for life.
So pledge a few dollars a kilometer to a few people
you r eally don't care for and force them to run the ungodly
distance in its entirety. Then sit back and enjoy as your pals
wheeze their way in coughing up blood. You can be comforted
by the fact that your money is going for a good cause. And
when you see me out there Friday, please tell me the results
of the race, as the top finishers will be home in bed by the time
I lumber my way across the finish line.
In other sports news, the major event of the Res
Gestae sports season took place last Friday as the dedicated
members of the RG staff and selected others participated in
the first annual RG \Vhirlyba\1 Extravaganza. The uneducated among you may well ask; What is whirlyball and is it

Law in the Raw

By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer

Grand Theft Grape?
In Jackson, Michigan, a man was convicted of a felony
for eating grapes in a grocery store. Eli Bradley Jr., 52,
testified that he ate no more than two or three grapes to be
sure that the grapes he was buying were seedless. Well, the
store didn't like him conducting a taste test, and now, Eli has
a felony conviction. And what's more, he has to pay $600 in
cour t costs and make restitution to the groc!lry store. The
amount of the restitution? Forty cents. But Eli considers
himself lucky: the judge has delayed sentencing and will
remove the conviction if Eli stays out of trouble until next
October. He could have been sentenced to four years in
prison.

Detroit Free Press, November 3, 1988
More Silly Case Names
Nutt v. Knut, 200 U.S. 13
In re l Potato, 2 Inc., 58 Br 752 (Bkrtcy D~finn)
Schjffahautsgese\lschafe Leonhardt Co. v. A. Boffacch. S.A.
De Navegucion, 773 F.2d 1528

Disorder I n the Court
Yes, we're back with more examples of the sometimes
fractured language that pervades courtrooms across this
country. This week's theme is "All in the Family." Just sit
back and remember, this could happen to you!

Q: What is your brother-in-law's name?
A: Borofkin

*

*

*

Q: Are you married?
A: No. I'm divorced.
Q: What did your husband do before you divorced him?
A:. A lot of things that I didn't know about.

*

*

*

*

*

Q: What is your name?
A:. Ernestine McDowell
Q: And what is your marital status?
A: Fair.

New Hampshire Law Weeldy, August 7, 1988
With Friends Like This ..
Who says it's all an act? Two members of the heavy metal
group Poison continued their stage antics at a Los Angeles
party. As a result, they have been sued for $1.1 million for
allegedly assaul ting the publicist of a rival band. Bryn
Bridenthal, head of media at Geffen Records, claims band
members poured beer and ice water on her head at a recent
party for the band Motley Crue, and then a security guard
threw her out.
"This was a very scary experience, I was lucky I didn't get
any broken bones. I've worked with a lot of outlaw bands
before and never have I been assaulted or abused," says Ms.
Bridenthal.
According to Poison, the gesture was meant as "a sign
of friendship" by the members.

National Law Journal, July 1988

*

Q: Did you ever stay all night with this man in New
York?
A: I refuse to answer that question.
Q: Didyouever stayall night with thlsman in Chicago?
A:. I refuse to answer that question.
Q: Did you ever stay all night wi th this man in Miami?
A: No.

is left to the sound discretion of the jury ...
Trans lation: The a word was too high, let's slice it.
Court: We do not reach the question of...
Translation: We can disposcofthisone withoutraclting
our brains.
Court: The learned judge in the court below..,
Translation: The- durnbjE>rk should have known better.
Court: Therefore we muo:;t look to the intent of the
legislature ...
Translation: If thosP guys can't write English clearly,
we11 enact our own statut€'.
Court: Astatute 1s not to be given an arbitrary construction, according to the strict letter, but such as will advance
the sense and meaning ...
Translation: We trunk the law stinks so we11 change it.
Court: We have exhaustively researched the authorities on the subject...
Translation: Our clerks read the briefs for us.
Court: We next deal \vith the question of...
Translation: Here comes another stupid argument.
Court: A fair reading of the testimony established...
Translation: This is what WE think really happened.
Court: Finally, it is urged ...
Translation: Where do these la,vyers dig up this crap?

Battery

Q: What's his first name?
A:. I can't remember.
Q: He's been your brother-in-law for 45 years, and you
can't remember his first name?
A: No. I tell you I'm too excited. (Rising from the
witness chair and point to Mr. Borofkin) Nathan, for God's
sake, tell them your first name!

*

worth driving to Mt. Clemens to play? Well believe me, I was
a sking myself the same question after a two hour drive sitting
in the back of J ocko's car sucking in exhaust fumes and
listening to a heavy met.nl fest. But once I reached the
concrete arches of the whirlyball warehouse, I knew the
carbon monoxide and head-banging were all wor th it. It was
the experience of a lifetime and a pile of fun for the whole
family.
What is whirlyball? Whirlyball is a state ofmind. It's
unlike any game ever invented, yet uses elements of all games
known to man. Each participant sits in a bumper car and
picks up ajai-alai style scoop. Then teams of five bash into
each other while using the scoops to toss around a whiffie
softball. The ultimate goal is to hurl the sphere into your
team's 15" circle at the end of the court. Best of a1\, the floor
is charged with electricity. No thongs allowed!
The games began when the over-officious jerk referee
dropped the ball a nd the athletes zipped after it and each
other at mind boggling !;peeds of up to 8 m.p.h. In the early
matches, most of the time was spent running into walls and
then trying to figure out how to get the car away from the
walls. But soon the valiant competitors began to gain control
oftheirchariots of destruction. Like a family of crazed ferrets,
See S lugge rm o nia page EIGHT

A $2.3 million lawsuit against Cory Snyder (now a Cleveland Indian), filed by a mother and daughter, has been settled
out of court. During the course of a minor league game, Cory
tried to throw a bat into the backstop but i t stuck to pine tar
(shades of of George Brett and J ay Howell) on his hands and
flew into the stands. The mother received a split lip and
broken dental plate, the daughter suffered a broken nose.
Terms of the settlement were not disclosed.

New York Times, March 15, 1988
Straight Talk
The following are useful translations that can be used by
any student of the law when reading nppellate decisions.
Court: We are aware that the measurement of damages

Court: Ordinarily this court will not inquire i nto ..
Translation: We inquired into.
Court: Great weight should be given to the findings of
the court below.
Translation: Those trial judges certainly come up Ylith
some reallulus.

